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It's not easy being a modern farmer today. Times have really changed and learning how to navigate the grain markets

has become nearly an impossible feat. 

If you’re concerned about profitability and want to learn how to navigate the commodity markets as well as how to

thrive within your trade as a farmer, then this is the book for you! As a third-generation farmer and best-selling

author, Scott Anderson has seen many farmers firsthand being dropped by their banks and suffer financially due to

the falling of commodity markets, ultimately failing in their desired line of work. 

During his quest to ensure the financial success of his own family farm in Andover, South Dakota, he attended the

University of Nebraska with a BA, and found inspiration in some of the world’s biggest business giants, such as

Warren Buffet and Bill Gates. After working in New York City for two years and learning the ins and outs of

markets and finance, he was moved to address the needs of the working man.

When you read the Grain Marketing Bible, you’ll learn the importance of using the right tools and systems of

knowing when to sell your grain and when to sit on it. Similar to that of stock trading, when you become skillful at

grain marketing, you’ll be able to ride out fluctuating markets and a reap the benefits. You can bulletproof your

business, maximize your profits and finally conquer the Grain Market once and for all!
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